Abstract-Cisco's NetFlow Collector (NFC) is a powerful example of a real-world product that supports multiple aggregate queries over a continuous stream of IP flow records. NFC enables a plethora of network management tasks like traffic demands estimation, application traffic profiling, etc. In this paper, we in'vestigate two computation sharing techniques for enabling streaming applications such as NFC to scale to hundreds of queries. Our first technique instantiates certain intermediate aggregates which are then used to generate the final answers for input queries. Our second technique coalesces the filter conditions of similar queries and uses the coalesced filter to pre-filter stream data input to these queries. Using these techniques, we propose a heuristic to compute a good query plan and perform extensive simulations to show that our heuristic delivers a factor of over 3 performance improvement compared to a naive approach.
I. INTRODUCTION Our research primarily aims to improve the scalability of NFC-like applications' so that they can process hundreds of queries. In an IP network, a flow is essentially a continuous unidirectional sequence of packets from a source device to a destination device. NetFlow [2] is the most widely used IP flow imeasuremeint solution today. Each NetFlow record has a number of attributes that describe the various flow statistics. Individual attributes can be classified into one of two categories:
. Group-by attributes: source/destination IP addresses for the flow, source/destination ports, ToS byte, protocol, input and output interfaces, etc.
. Measure attributes: number of packets/bytes in the flow, begin/end timestamp, flow duration, etc. NFC collects the NetFlow records exported by devices in the network, and processes user-specified aggregate queries on the collected NetFlow data. Each aggregate query consists of (1) a subset of group-by attributes -records with matching values for attributes in the subset are aggregated together, (2) an aggregate operator (e g SUM COUNT) on a measure attribute -the rieasure attribute values for aggregated records are combined using the specified aggregate operator, (3) a boolean filter condition on attributes, and (4) (computed over NetFlow records that arrived during the time period) are output.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we investigate two computation sharing techniques for scalable online processing of hundreds of aggregate queries on rapid-rate data streams, in the setting of availability of sufficient memory. The key idea underlying our techniques is to first identify similarities among the group-by attributes and filter conditions of queries, and then use these commonalities as building blocks to generate the final query answers.
We consider two mechanisms for sharing computation among user queries. The first mechanism involves instantiating a few fine-grained intermediate aggregates and then using these to generate coarse-grained query answers. Our second mechanism looks to coalesce similar filter conditions into a single filter, that is then used as a pre-filter to reduce the amount of data input to the queries. We formulate the problem in graph theoretic setting and prove that the problem of finding a minimum cost aggregate tree is NP-hard, and propose a randomized heuristic to find good low-cost aggregate trees. We carry out an extensive empirical study with real-life NetFlow data sets to gauge the effectiveness of our two computation sharing mechanisms. Our experimental results indicate that the query plans generated by our proposed heuristic can boost system performance by a factor of over 3 compared to a naive approach which processes each query separately.
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of sharing resources among multiple queries has been explored before by prior work on multi-query optimization [17] , [16] , but in the context of a conventional DBMS.
Our problem has similarities to the materialized view selection problems studied in [1l5] and [11] and cube computation problem [3] . However unlike these approaches, we are not looking to compute the entire cube. Also, our stream setting necessitates that we take into account the cost of cormputing intermediate group-bys as well.
More recently, many systems [9] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [13] , [5] , [12] for processing continuous queries over data streams have employed resource sharing to achieve better scalability. Dobra et al [10] consider the problem of sharing sketches for approximating the sizes of multiple join queries. Our work is most closely related to the research of Zhang et al [19] . A(v1) ). Also, we assume that the root covers every other aggregate (since root corresponds to input stream). Each edge (Vu,V2) in the tree has an associated cost given by sz(A(v )) -CH(A(V2)), which corresponds to the real cost of computing aggregates at node V2. The cost of a tree is simply the sum of the costs of all its edges, which again corresponds to the real cost of computing aggregates associated with all nodes in the tree. The plan for a tree generates aggregates in two phases:
* Real-time streaming phase. Only the child aggregates of the root node are maintained as tuples are streaming in. Each streaming tuple is inserted into the hash tables of each of the root's children. * Periodic results output phase. At time intervals of period T, the root's children are used to generate the remaining aggregates in the tree by performing a depth first traversal of the tree.
In short, an aggregate tree corresponds to a query plan capable of generating answers for every aggregate contained in the tree. Thus, our problem of finding a good query plan (with low hash computation costs) to process the aggregate queries in A reduces to the following:
Problem Statement. Given an aggregate set A, compute the minimum-cost aggregate tree F that contains all the aggregates in A.
D Theorem ]. The following decision problem is NPhard [ 14] : Given an aggregate set A and a constant T, is there an aggregate tree f with cost at most T that also contains all the aggregates in A? E Randomized Heuristic. We now propose a randomized heuristic to compute a minimum-cost aggregate tree. Consider the graph containing a node for every possible aggregate (that is, every possible subset of group-by attributes), and also T for the input stream. In the aggregate graph, there is a directed edge from aggregate A to aggregate B iff A covers B, and the cost of the edge is sz(A) CH(B). Now, it is easy to see that computing the optimal aggregate tree T is nothing but comuiputinig a directed Steiner tree (ini the graph) that coninects the root T to the set of aggregates A. But, such a full aggregate graph contains exponential number of nodes.
Our randomized heuristic (Algorithm 1) circumvents this exponential problem by employing randomization in successive iterations to construct a sequence of partial (instead of full) aggregate graphs. At the end of each iteration, variables Tbest and S keep track of the current best aggregate tree and the aggregates contained in it, respectively. In each iteration, we pick a set random intermediate aggregates R (Steps 4-8) and construct a partial aggregate graph G on S U R CG contains edges from an aggregate to every other aggregate that it covers ) We then invoke the dual ascent directed Steiner tree heuristic of [18] to compute a minimum-cost tree connecting root T to aggregates in A in graph G. The user-defined Pick a random number r between 1 and n; 6:
Pick r aggregates at random from A and let B be their union; 
V. PROCESSING AGGREGATE QUERIES WITH FILTERS
We now turn our attention to aggregate queries with filters.
Each query Qi consists of a set Ai of grouping attributes and a filter Fi. In the presence of filters, we can reduce computational overhead by sharing filter evaluation among the various queries along with sharing of the aggregate computation.
Aggregate Trees. In the presence of filters, each node of the aggregate tree is a (filter, grouping attributes) pair. The root node is special with a (filter, attributes) pair equal to (T, T), and corresponds to the input stream. Here, T is a special symbol that contains all other filters and grouping attributes. In the aggregate tree, there can be an edge from a vertex vX to a vertex V2 only if v0 covers V2, that is, the filter and groupby attributes of v1 contain the filter and group-by attributes, respectively, of V2. We assign a cost to each tree edge (V0, V2) equal to the CPU cost of materializing the result tuples for V2 using the tuples of vu.
Randomized Heuristic. This is very similar to Algorithm 1, except that the steps 5-7 are replaced by the following: 1) Randomly select a subset of input query nodes from Q 2) Let v denote the union of (filters and group-by attributes of) the nodes selected above. In order to gauge the efficacy of the tree-structured query plan generated by our randomized heuristic we conducted experiments comparing our computation sharing approach with the traditional naive method of processing each query separately, on real-life NetFlow data sets (obtained from Abeline repository [1] ) In all the cases we observed that the plans generated by our randomized algorithm were able to process the records 2-3 timres faster than the naive scheme (in which each aggregation query is performed independently for each incoming stream tuple). Here, we show the results of two sets of experiments. Figure 1(a) shows the effect of varying the aggregation period on throughput(number of queries processed per second), when using the set of real-world queries from Cisco's Flow-Collector 3.0 [2] . Figure l(b) shows the effect of varying the number of input queries on the throughput, when using the set of randomly generated queries. We have proposed heuristics for enabling streaming applications like NFC to scale to hundreds of queries. We have demonstrated the efficacy of our techniques through experiments with real-life data sets.
